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	Getting Back to Work: Everything You Need to Bounce Back and Get a Job After a Layoff, 9780071638678 (0071638679), McGraw-Hill, 2009
The layoff survival guide for today's job hunters--what everyone needs to know about getting fired, getting inspired, and getting hired. Losing a job can be devastating-financially, professionally, and emotionally. This comprehensive guide, written by a career consultant with a background in psychiatric therapy, goes further than other job search guides by addressing the full range of issues facing the newly unemployed--from dusting off old resumes, polishing networking skills, and preparing for interviews, to dealing with the emotional fallout of losing a job, staying motivated, and rebuilding a dream career.    

       About the Author
   
About the Authors  Linda K. Rolie is a master's level managing director in outplacement and career development consulting services for corporations and impacted candidates. As the founder and president of Career Services, Ms. Rolie is known for measurable results in corporate settings, creating and implementing challenging programs, and consistently facilitating rapid return to work. Ms. Rolie delivers training workshop modules that repeatedly earn excellent evaluations from corporate management and participants. Her consulting focus includes needs assessments, strategic planning and implementation, and guiding corporate teams during restructuring.
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Orchestrating DockerPackt Publishing, 2015

	Manage and deploy Docker services to containerize applications efficiently


	About This Book

	
		Set up your own Heroku-like PaaS by getting accustomed to the Docker ecosystem
	
		Run your applications on development machines, private servers, or the cloud, with minimal cost of a virtual...



		

Machine Learning with Python: The Definitive Tool to Improve Your Python Programming and Deep Learning to Take You to The Next Level of Coding and Algorithms OptimizationApress, 2021

	
		Machine learning is rapidly changing the world, from diverse types of applications and research pursued in industry and academia. 

	
		Machine learning is affecting every part of your daily life. From voice assistants using NLP and machine learning to make appointments, check your calendar, and play music,...



		

Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2009 Application DesignPackt Publishing, 2010

	Dynamics NAV 2009 is an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software product from Microsoft that can be used for variety of business needs. It is part of the Microsoft Dynamics family, and intended to assist with finance, manufacturing, Customer Relationship Management, supply chains, analytics, and electronic commerce for small and...





	

The Particle Odyssey: A Journey to the Heart of MatterOxford University Press, 2004
"Succeeds in providing readers with an overview of the historical development of particle physics and an appreciation of the exciting ideas that drive current research. No book better captures the visual and intellectual sweep of a century of particle physics."--American Scientist
     
       Boasting more than three hundred...

		

Force Microscopy: Applications in Biology and MedicineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
A complete examination of the uses of the atomic force microscope in biology and medicine
    

    This cutting-edge text, written by a team of leading experts, is the first detailed examination of the latest, most powerful scanning probe microscope, the atomic force microscope (AFM). Using the AFM, in combination with...


		

Instant PHP Web ScrapingPackt Publishing, 2013

	Get up and running with the basic techniques of web scraping using PHP


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results
	
		Build a re-usable scraping class to expand on for future projects
	
		Scrape, parse, and save data from any...
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